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LIFE DINALP BEAR T-shirt Design Contest 

 

We’re looking for an original motive for T-shirt that will be distributed to hunters 

and other volunteers who will collect bear noninvasive genetic samples in 

autumn 2015.  This will help us estimate brown bear population size in Slovenia 

and Croatia. You can read more about this project action on-line: 

http://dinalpbear.eu/activities/c-concrete-conservation-actions/c5-population-

surveillance/ 

 

The design should be attractive and imaginative, maybe involve bears as our natural 

heritage, its monitoring or coexistence with people etc. As an example can serve a 

SloWolf project T-shirt distributed to volunteers involved in wolf howling tests and 

monitoring. 

 

The LIFE DINALP BEAR T-shirt Design contest is an open contest for anyone 18-

years old and older, including novices, amateur artists and professionals (designs by 

kids younger than 18 must be submitted by a parent or guardian).  

 

Six awards will be rewarded. A winner selected by the LIFE DINALP BEAR project 

expert committee and a public award winner selected through a public vote on the 

project web page (www.dinalpbear.eu) and Facebook. Second and third place of 

both evaluations will be given rewards. The two winning designs will receive the 

project fleece jacket, project hat, T- shirt and a sponsor’s surprise package. Second 

and third places will receive project T- shirt, and project hat. 
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Designs should be submitted by email to dinalpbear@gmail.com by 10th August 

2015. Entrants may submit up to three (3) separate and total entries. 

 

Your proposal will be complete when you send us: 

1. T-shirt motive in 1:1 scale (pdf or image with resolution of at least 300 dpi) 

2. The layout design on a T-shirt (photography, installation, drawing ...) 

3. Short explanation of the motive/idea   

 

When you submit your design provide also data about yourself: 

1. Your name and surname 

2. Your age 

3. Your home town and country 

 

Contest period 

The contest runs from 5th July 2015 until August 16th. The contest will have two 

phases – the submission phase (end on August 10th), and evaluation (voting) phase. 

The voting phase for the public vote award will start on August 11th. 

 

 

Technical instructions: 

 

1. The design will be printed in one-color and in one shade only. Design may be in 

two (2) parts (prints).  

 

2. Designs may include line art and text but no photographs.  

 

3. The design must be your own original, unpublished work and must not include any 

third-party logos or copyrighted material. 

 

4. Design must contain: project logo, LIFE and Natura 2000 logos and project 

internet page.  

http://ec.europa.eu/environment/life/toolkit/comtools/resources/logos.htm 

http://dinalpbear.eu/download/documentation/ 

 

5. By entering the competition, you agree that your submission is your own work. 

LIFE DINALP BEAR project team shall have the right to edit, duplicate, or alter the 

entry design for any purpose which it deems necessary or desirable, without the 

need for any further compensation, and/or permission.  

 

6. One participant can register with no more than three (3) motives. 

 

7. Submissions including offensive language, imagery or themes or submission in 

violation of any person’s right to privacy or other personal rights will be excluded 
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from competition.  

 

8. High-resolution images in VECTOR format are preferred, but we will also accept 

PDF or JPEG files that are not vector files, but may be converted for production. If 

your design is hand-drawn it must be scanned and converted into a PDF or JPEG file.  

 

We reserve the right to make adjustments to the winning design. Typically this 

would take place when translating text to project languages and when converting a 

design to vector format / resizing the design / altering fonts and lines. 

 

 

Personal data protection and general provisions 

By taking part in the contest each participant declares that he is familiar with the 

rules and conditions of participation in the competition and that agrees with them. 

The results of the competition are final and the appeal is not possible. Prizes cannot 

be exchanged or paid out in cash nor transferred to a third party. 

 

By participating in the contest the participant agrees with organizer collecting, 

storing and processing the personal data collected for the purpose of publication of 

design in different media (Project internet page, Facebook, Twitter) during the 

competition and award ceremony. The organizer is committed to manage the 

submitted information in accordance with the Law on Protection of Personal Data 

(Ur. L. RS, no. 86/2004 and seq.; ZVOP-1), as well as the data will not be forwarded 

to third parties or unjustified by otherwise abused. 

 

The terms and conditions of this competition are available at the project web page: 

www.dinalpbear.eu. Also all modifications and updates can be followed there. 

Participants are familiar with them and undertake to follow them. In case of any 

dispute or ambiguity considered, these rules prevail in relation to any other 

publication, whether in hard copy, electronic or any other form.  
 

 

 

Looking forward to your participation and whishing you good luck at the contest! 
 
LIFE DINALP BEAR project team 
 


